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University President
Comes to Address 1928
ComnH'iH'rment Uvtu
off with June Play and
usual order, as follows:
June 15. 7:45 P.M.
Pa/)la and Francesca.




June 16. 7:45 P. M.
Paola and Francesca . . . Alumnae Hall
June 17. 11:00 A. M.
Houghton Memorial Chapel
Address by Rev. C. W. Gilkey
Houghton Memorial Chapel
June 18. 3.00 P. M.
Garden Party Alternate
June 18. 8 P. M.
President's Reception. . Tower Court




Sir Robert Falconer, K. C. M. G.
President of the University of Toronto
June 19. 4:00 P. M.
Students' Aid Society Meeting
24 Founders Hall
June 19, 6:00 P. M.
'28 Class Supper Alumnae Hall
June 19. 8:00 P. M.
Alumnae Assembly . . . .Alumnae Hall
June 19, 11:00 P. M.
Midnight Step Singing.
Many classes will be having reunions
and will be living in the various dormi-












•23—Norumbega. Wilder and Fiske
ie hearings conducted by the
Federal Commission, under authority
of the Senate resolution of inquiry into
the utility industry.
ht up to favor private own-
utilities, and minimum regu-
; appears that college profes-
text-book authors, regardless
personal convictions formu-
r careful research, are being
influenced to preach the propaganda
iosition to public ownership, and
nsparingly disclosed that in con-










lave been offered and
ire informed by The
May 16. in a frank
findings of the com-
mission, entitled "The Power Trust
Bends the Twig."
udes the names of all college profes-
rs who are "right" on the question of
public ownership, authors of textbooks,
publishers and paid writers who make
their business to produce diatribes
against proposed legislation interfer-
ith the companies" interests.
Organized Work in Schools
sired by the public utilities dates
the years just after the war.
National Electric Light Association
nitiated proceedings by appointing
Committee on Co-operation with Ed
Outing Club Plans To
Push Ail-Year Activity
H]ll at three o'clock. Tn
expected to wear their cap
The rest of the college wil
wear pastel shades. There should b
bright reds, greens, purples or th
since they would clash with th
eral soft tone of the pastel shade;
and spoil the harmonious effect.
IMPORTANT
t rains on Tree Day. the cele
will be postponed until Mori
when the exams for that day wil
scheduled to be: in the morning 1
until 11. and in the arternoon t
3ck. If it ra
schedule
The Final Act of this college year
will take place during the next two
weeks! Admission is free, indeed every-
one is urged to come, though we fear
But the good girls will probably get
through safely, and the bad girls
shouldn't be here anyway, so study
hard. It won't be long now.
Float Night begins June 1 at 7:15.
The order of events is as follows:
Crew Competition
Intercollegiate Out-
las decided to reorgan 2e and improve
the Outing Club here. Up until now
the only activity of the Club has been
the holding of Winte Carnival. In
the new Club a program is planned
which starts early in t> e fall and con-
tinues into the spring.
The following brief outline of the
plans foretells a new interest in the
outings which will have variety enough
to cover some hobby of almost every-
the
rid w mfr i offer the
many opportunities
riding will fill th<
o the shore which
the fun of complete «
pointed with sin
1925, Mr. Samuel Insull, promi
nently identified with utility interest;
was delivering addresses at Illinois
University on "Why So Many Bright
Young Men Enter the Public Utility
Industry" and at Northwestern Uni-
versity on "Requirements for Success."
Surveys of textbooks, of which one
conducted in 1923 included inspection
of 105 books, were followed by cam-
paigns to replace the poisonous "so-
cialistic" ones with new ones satis-
factory to advocates of private owner-
















Servant (Acts land 2) Dorothy Richard
Two Soldiers (Act 2) . .Katherine Sater
Two Couriers (Act 3)
Elizabeth Woltman
Carlo (Acts 3 and 4> Agnes Addison
Two Girls (Act 2) Lou:
Two Girls (Act 3). Margaret McJennett
Lady's Maid (Act 3) Ruth Stephens
Girl (Act 3) Natalie Burgraff
Retainers: Gretel Arndt, Edith Glucb,
Betty Haven, Mary Powers, Florence
Sawyer, Augusta Stanton, Eleanoi
Watt.
Ladies- in-Waiting : Betty Hansen. Geor-
gina Johnson, Betty McGowen, Ann(
Sherrard. Polly Smith.
The prospect of twenty million
children growing up to be twen
memies of the industry




personal contact was the best methoc
approach to the institutions of high'
learning. Pers
that ct
[ one of these com-





June 15th and 16th










4. Aladdin Worshipping the Lamp
5. Hassan and the Bird Maidens
6. The Maiden and the Jewels
7. The Fisherman and the Rock
8. The Magic Carpet
9. Sinbad in the Valley of Diamonds
Wellesley Junior Explains
Value Of Study In France
1929, who has beei
in France for her Junior year, broad
casted the following speech from th<
Eiffel Tower on May 21st:
What An American Student Gains
In France
This is the first time that the Dela
ware Foreign Study Section has beei
in a position to express its attitudi
toward the year of study in France t
a large number of its French friend;
We hope that our audience today may
be very large, from no selfish moth
but merely from a sincere desire to pu
lish the more widely our appreciate
of the very real benefits which this ye
has brought to us. What these benefits
are will doubtless become more clear
us in the coming year when we are or
more returned to our colleges in t
United States. But of some we i
already aware. Today, we shall try
describe them to you.
Some of our young ladies might tell
you that their most obvious gain dur
its usual place in winter activities.
Owing to the locality of Wellesley
is impossible to either acquire or build
a cabin, as some of the other colleges
have done. Otherwise this programme
include- the best points from a




Dr. Espinosa, Student of Span-
ish Folk-lore, To Give Courses
In Poetry and Drama
Professor of Romanic Languages at
Leland Stanford University, and a dis-
tinguished Spanish scholar, Dr. Aurelio
Wellesley as
visiting Professor next year and wiD
teach courses in Spanish Poetry and
Romances and Spanish Contemporary
Besides teaching, Dr. Espinosa has
given much time to collecting Spanish
folklore both in Spain and America.
A descendant of Spanish families that
settled in New Mexico in the Seven-
teenth Century, Dv, Espinosa after re-
ceiving his education at the Univer-
sities of Colorado and Chicago became
Professor of Romance Languages at the
University of New Mexico. Then in
1920. having been commissioned by the
American Folklore Society and the
Junta para Ampliacion de Estudios of
the Universidad Central of Madrid, he
went to Spain and traveled for sis
months throughout the various pro-
vinces collecting and studying the folk-
lore. He spent most of his time in
the provinces of La Montana, Castile,
and Andalucia. The collections he
made there include about three hun-
dred versions of popular talcs and some
the vice-president of A. A., who will
automatically become Chairman of the
outings. The executive board is entire-
ly separate from the A. A, board but its
decisions must pass through the hands
of the chairman to the A. A. board be-
fore direct action is taken. The board
will have three acting bodies. There
is to be a publicity manager who will
also be treasurer of special trips and
confer with the publicity managers
i^ the faculty reprcsentai ive The
are to be included in the regular
dues, with extra charges for
1 events such as shore trips. The
suppers are to be free on hikes and
other local trips. Th
starting its work




volumes, and another volume, a com-
parative study of the materials, is now
being prepared. Language, the official
organ of the Linguistic Society of
America is now publishing a linguistic
study of the folktales. Dr. Espinosa
has also given time to collecting Span-
ish folklore of New Mexico, California
and Porto Rico, and twenty of his
articles on these materials have been
published in the Journal of American
Folklore, Revue Hispanigiie and Revue
tic DialectDloc/ie Romane. A number of
his special researches in Spanish dia-
lectology and versification have been
printed in the Revue de Dialcctologie.
Dr. Espinosa was one of the chief
organizers of the American Association
of Teachers of Spanish and is now its
President. Until a year ago, he edited
Hispania, the official organ of the Asso-
ciation, which he had also founded. He
was President of the American Folklore
Society in 1923 and 1924. and now he is
associate Editor of Language and of
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 21
Sedum Pruinosum and Leviathan Flourish Side
By Side Amid Conservatory's Tropical Life
"See America first" we are told, and
even Wellesley has sights which are
worth walking for. Those who are
weary of seeing America and long for
foreign atmosphere may satisfy then-
longings by a trip much briefer and less
expensive than the C. I. E. tour. The
Botany building is really not far away.
Its external beauties, such features
waterfall, which the
to be turned
l to many. Theoff i ught,
students
French cooking. The dresses <
large enough. And this we
gret were it not for the pleasure of re-
placing them with the Parisian models
of which every American girl dreams.
Not Diverted by Fashions
casual passerby
e attractive planting, paths
with purple iris, which lead
Conservatory itself. But it is in-
side the steamy glass walls themselves
that the realist may find atmosphere
for a novel of Romance and Ad-
venture in the South Seas, Pago-Pago,
or the African Gold Coast. The visit-
or shrinks back in instinctive horror
from the long, snaky roots hanging
from the ceiling. The warm, moist
mosphere is reminiscent of all those
to appear the ancient enemy of
for so real is the illusion of south-
wilds that one half expects the
long, black hose in the floor to slither
slowly along, draw itself into a coil,
raise up its end, and stare at one with
two bright, malignant little eyes. . . .
The sudden realistic hiss of a steam
radiator adds to the thrill.
The dear little sensitive plant will
provide hours of harmless amusement.
In the botanical Swimming Pool, the
department has stolen a march on the
Athletic Association. The water plants
residing there seem highly contented
with their home. Besides, a great deal
of instructive data can be gleaned from
the strange and gorgeous blooms. Im-
agine the surprise of learning that Le-
viathan resides in a flower pot three
inches in diameter, and that Sedum
Pruinosum has nothing whatever to do
with fruit for 1
79 WINS SONG COMPETITION;




petition at step-.sinRiiiM last
ght provided ample enter-
f not too thrillingly close
which Helen Attwill was
dignified junior steps, began the evenl
of the evening.
Although the order of classes, begin-
ning of course with '28 and then skip-
ping back to '31. seemed rather queer.
was finished that it was a most appro-
priate one. For that musical cheer,
which always keeps us listening in awed
silence to its echo, has taught us that
Wellesley step-singing must have no
anti-climax; and certainly if the
juniors had not sung last, the other
classes would have sounded pitifully
weak and ineffective. The notes of the
Tree Day Song really approached gold-
tor Hugo's novel, of review
days of Marie Antoinette t






JAPAN IS CALLED SPHINX IN
CHINA'S PRESENT CONFLICT
the desire to und
All Europe
the best thing we have gained I
contact with French civilizati
better perspective on our own
this year we shall never belie
America is the only place in tl
to live; and more important,





Times of May 27.
Present leadership
tang is pledged I
for negotiation \




omy plank in the Nationalist phii
form contains nothing to which tin
powers in principle at any rate, are
not already committed. It seemed
probable, even a month ago. that
light be solved without seri
Japan's Position
ie tactics of the Japanese
her gesture
a threat to t
i prize. We enjoyed
|
-the seniors' usual
i, with a sprightly.
actly appropriate
coats on such a damp mul divi-
ning—; the sophomores* crew song
with effective harmony; and the fresh
men's questionnaire as to the attributes
of that much-discussed creature, the
Wellesley girl. In spite of the almos
rainy weather and the lack of seriou
rivalry, song competition was a pleas^
ant entertainment. The judges were
Mr tviaca'uiiuTir.V .1*.' Proctor, and
Balderston.
if in our young
go back home and say "Now. We Know-
France!" Yet, I believe no member o
the Foreign Study Section would hav<
the pretention now to offer any opinioi
on France and the French as unques-
tionable. No one is going to write s
30ok explaining France. If we dart
vrite at all, it will be only to record
>ur individual
pi-.-cniK eived notions ;
which have given post-war i
the aspirations of the Chines
helped to maintain some r
stability in Eastern Asia.
would be of con-
the powers, since all of
them, particularly the United States.
ad a hand in m
stake in their i
The leading was an «*jc«. t.-I l«-n r j.iec
work—and we suspect that song p
tises must have been faithfully
Among the individual songs there
no such outstanding leader. There '
iri/.f winner; ,md Mi Mai'dnnn-tll.
twenty-five dollar
result of the settlements
t of the World Wai
Treaty of Versailles, whatever
Europe, produced
have been destroyed by real I "m" ifc solved in the Far E*st. Only
so many first impressions have Japan benented-and the gains proved
alse on longer experience that I dubious - JaPan definitely was
learned to condemn nothing
_..
first evidence. This year has taught us
,
mperiaIists with an unparalleled
keep our eyes open and our mouths p0ltunitv ' They acted with alacrity to
improve it. A Japanese expeditionary
force speedily ousted the Germ:
telephone in every house I
ShantunK- Established in the German
However, besides our new and ^\^££X??J1 l^L**™
habits of thought,
comprehensive
French civilization, and our wid
experience, in which, you may
treed, we take enormous pride
jst not forget to acknowledge the
eat store of pleasant
e year in France has given us. How
many pictures we have carried
journeys
through the mountains, alt
! your "belle Fiance
these happy experiences ha
passed by the good times which French
friends have given to us. Your
tji.ni iimcd from Page
crowds of tourists. The
Foreign Study Section is to
tain students specializing
language and its literature a more in-
timate knowledge of French life and
French points of view than they could
get from textbooks or a touristic sur-
Fran
here t
as French students do, and to receive
in our studies the more rigid intellec-
tual formation for which the French
schools are noted. The order and pre-
cision with which French students art
early trained to think aroused our ad-
miration from the start. After three
months' arduous training at Nancy and
continued practice here at Paris, we be-
gin to feel that your professors have
put us in the way of thinking accord-
ing to Cartesian principles. This train-
ing will greatly lighten the work for
the remainder of our college courses.
Those of the Delaware students who in-
tend to become instructors in their turn
mill recall the example of their French
professors in attempting to organize
clearer and more interesting lectures.
Understanding of French Civilization
The year has strengthened our habits
of comprehension; it has also broad-
ened and deepened our comprehension
of the French civilization. What was
a disconnected assemblage of vague in-
ally assumed a definite order, political
changes, movements in Art and Liter-
ature have taken their rightful places
in our memory.
Paris is the ideal place to study
French civilization. In its theaters, art
galleries and historical monuments we
find the illustrations of every phase of
our study. We appreciate the privilege of








i. it is tne generous
'rench people <
1 happiness of this
receptions an<
ur daily life has
friendships. Tourists
may go back with as good a notioi
ours of France as she appears from
exterior; but we have gained a be
portion because we are leaving a
]
Announcement
e following sophomores are















sador in Peking served oi
famous Twenty-ont Demands.
i the Chi-With these
nese Republi
fact, a dependency of Japan. But the
publication of the demands
heir full enforcement. The
most offensive were withdrawn; the
remainder, backed by an ultimatum,
China was obliged to accept, and, by
their acceptance, to grant an extension
of Japanese authority in South Man
Finally, at Versailles, Japan found
sanction for her special position
China, and Shantung Province, inst
reverting to the Chinese, formally
sed under the domination of the
Japanese.
ie Versailles settlement, fo
vas short-lived. The anti
Japanese boycott of 1919 and 1920 re
Butterfly Tinted - Butterfly Sheer
ORGANDIE DRESSES
$10.75




n China that could not be ignored
The necessity for some sort of inter-
lal adjustment was apparent. This
readjustment, for China and the Far
;, came at the Washington Con-
nce in 1921. Nine nations signed
mtract to preserve the integrity of
ia. To that end two principles
s agreed to. First. America's gen-
ion-old doctrine of the Open Door
brought from the archives, dusted
and solemnly reaffirmed. Second,
principle of Chinese autonomy in
Chinese affairs was as solemnly ac-
The Open Door
There was altruism, doubtless, in this.
But for most of the nations con-
cerned it was altruism of the sort that
ncides with self-interest. It was
plainly not difficult for the powers of
West to agree to an Open Door in
ia. Britain and France had im-
portant engagements in other parts of
the world. But both had interests in
China that required defending. The
United States was panicky on the mat-
ter of foreign entanglements. But the
United States, too, had responsibilities
in the Pacific and a traditional policy
j
in China to maintain.
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley Sq.
Tel. Wei. 0566
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M.A.
Dentist




that can be laundered in a jiffy.
Also a
BLACK NET BANDEAU
for the black evening dress.
Venus compressed Sanitary
Napkins. Single, 10c; Pack-
age of three, 25c.
IVY CORSET SHOP
8 Church Street. Wellesley
Imported Deauville Sandals
THE PROPER SHOE FOR SPORI
These are the real thing
in the newest weaves and











: BOSTON—1SS WASHINGTON ST.;
SPRING SPORTS FIRST TEAMS


























Bernstein, E. Phillips, J.
Deppler. A. Scarborough. R
Worth. M. Smith. M.
Porter, A. Gunn, P.
Hamilton, F. Glidden, E.
Pugh, A. Townsend, M.
Rew. T. Hodge. E.
Hollis. F. Diston, E.
Wallis, P. Nash. N.
Fairfield, M. Hall, M.
Sternberger, E. Frank. F.
Milliken, E.
1929 1931
Williams, R. Weaver, R.
Noble. A. Chapman, V.
Bernstein, L. Smith, E.
Gates. A. Harriman, F.
Van Orden, E. Drake. B.
Wagner, C. Granger, E.
1929 1930
Burdick, E. Andnv. • M
Hiscock, M. Currier. M.
Krolik, M. Erlanger, M.
Newbrand, E. Gerber, M.





from Page 1. Col. 5)
the Journal of American Folklore. He
was honored by the King Alfonso XIII
of Spain and was given the title of
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Mellin's Perfect Baby Food. Guaran-
"
'A first class chemist to make fancy





editions of Spanish literary texts. He
has made textbooks for all grades of
high school and college work, some of
the most important being Elementary
Spanish Grammar, Beginning Spanish,
Advanced Spanish Composition and
Conversation. Easy Spanish Conversa-
tion and First Spanish Reader.
OUR CONTEMPORARIES
The Mount Holyoke Neivs tells of new
opportunities which are being offered
to 1932 freshmen of other colleges.
Hamline College of St. Paul, Minne-
sota, has abolished majors and minors,
and has completely separated the first
and last two years of the college course.
Sophomores completing two years of




iat they wish to do in college
of it. Besides this freedom,
who wishes may do extensive
research,
nbia. too, is revising its curricu-







departments of study, by
individual
trying "to measure progress toward the
achievement rather than in terms oi
prescribed courses, of hours, or points,
With all tic papers hlled with dis-
ssions of companionate marriage, it
interesting to read in The New Stu-
dent that "credit for the 'discovery' of
companionate marriage belongs not to
Judge Lindsey but to Samuel Cham-
plain, the Algonquin Indians, and the
year 1603." The Lantern, of Ohio State
University, has found that the noted
wrote concerning the In-
lVl.UTl.i--l'"They
which is that when a maide is 14 or
15 yeares old she shall have many ser-
fs and friends and she may have in-
ate company with all those which
liketh. then after five or six years
may take which of them she will
her husband and so they shall live
together all their lifetime, except that
they have lived a certain time to-
gether and they have no children the
man may forsake her and take another
old wife is noth-
ih;<n lllc .
-mors still looking
something to take the place of
Goucher College next year is called to




" 'For photographer's studio—wanted
college graduate with dimples, blue
es. and pretty clothes. Phi Beta
Kappa keys needn't be worn.'
Psychology students to teach
trained seals the South American tango,
t have slim ankles."
Child's Restaurant will consider
employing a college graduate with
ability to wear white caps and gowns in
pan-cake display department.'
'College graduate to manage a hot-
stand at Coney Island, July and
August. Must speak Greek, Italian,
French, Latin, Spanish and English.'
»11 the personality you developed
at college and get rich quick by selling
are purposeless and unsuccessful. Among
the skeptics may be mentioned theHar-
I professors have kept their sense
lor. So has any grown-up per-
10 has made a success of living
i the i
'as by a sense of humor well-preserved
hat the following set of command-
lents was written:
"1. Thou shalt love no college except
This Particular One.
"2. Thou shalt have no worldly inter-
ests outside the College; neither
shalt thou serve them, nor make
any money therefrom. For the
College is a jealous College, and
does not approve any division of
interest.
"3. Thou shalt not know many of the
Trustees; for the College will not
hold him guiltless who cultivates
the Trustees—in vain.
'4. Remember the Sabbath Day, not
to play golf therein. Six days shalt
thou labor and do all thy work;
bat on 'he seventh day Stall Owe
be with thy family, and in it thou
dows, clean the car, find also grade
student papers and prepare lec-
5. Thou shalt approve of everything,
both in the Faculty and Student
Body. This is the fifth and great
commandment.
'6. Thou shalt not grumble nor cuss
at anything whatsoever.
"7. Thou shalt not dress too well, nor
drive an expensive car.
his Clubs, no
5 College and i
dents with all thy ,
all thy mind and




Are Warned to Dry Out by
3:40 Thursday, May 31
FOR FIELD DAY
Papers and Themes Typewritten
MARY F. COLEMAN
FOR RENT: During July and
August, furnished, four rooms
and bath in Linden Apartments
on Linden Street. Private ga-





ty. Dinner and %
bridge parties, Engagement teas, showers—by appointment
[J
Wellesley Guest House
9 Abbott Street, Wellesley
Telephone Wellesley 0968 Mrs. Mary B. Hughes, Hostess
For your overnight and week-end j




VALUE are here for
WABAN GUEST HOUSE
1 WABAN STREET.













' Tis cheery within
ELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
When in the history of the college
have the students thus indulged them-
selves in such an orgy of intellectual
pursuit? The life of love and leisure
has ceased, and the long-intended
studying has been begun with an ap-
palling earnestness. Nor are moments
of rest crammed with the raucousness
are needed. Even in the midst of our
enthusiasm for the swimming pool it
might be well to remember that at any
time checks may be made payable to
the Wellesley Students - Aid Society.
Has the late spring
For Better affected Wellesley's vo-
Warblings cal cords, or is it merely
The (
Will the kindred spirit among
end with the generals along w
ninod it perspective in contact with
acts of the
of Cosmoworld? The usual
politans and Saturday Evening Posts
may be beneficial for an occasional
"moral holiday," but as a steady diet
it seems obvious that woman, ii
mental and moral state at which
youth has arrived by the time ol
lege, is not capable of reading this type
of thing, and of concentrating her
effort on the absorbing trivialities tha
can make up life, and still retaining an;
of the keen foresight and understand
ing which we demand in those elders
Byi
; do i that
of youth should be flung away in
making grinds and old women of us
all. but we do say. neither let us fling
ft away in dribbles pursuing any light
less than the truest light. Smell the
wet, white lilacs under the moon, but
let it not be only then that you know
their sweetness.
NOT TO BE OVERLOOKED
hard
The report of the Stude
ciety published last week
pressed for evidence wit
prove that the college gii
it." Besides the financial report of the
society there is compiled "the story of
finances as reflected upon by the group
that has had three years' experience
on which to base its conclusions and
propound its sage observations" and it
is urged that "the philosophy and prac-
tical ingenuity which three years of
college have developed" be noted. To
the college as a whole, which knows
that Freeman and Wood contribute
much to the activities of Wellesley
from the realm of athletics to scholar-
ship, the importance of Students' Aid
Society must be unquestioned.
The Society tells us that in order to
redeem pledges to students and to carry
on the work many more annual mem-
berships as well as life memberships
grayness which has conspired t
dampen the enthusiasm of the Welles
ley girl, she who in normal times i
reputed to love to "sing by the old Cha-
pel door." Whether or not the Weather
Jinx is to be held responsible for our
shortcomings, the judges of this year's
song competition undoubtedly accom-
plished something for Wellesley when
"prepared to face the storm," they re-
fused to award the prize to any of the
four original songs. Taken aback some-
what by the unexpected announcement
onlookers and freshmen, unfamiliar
with college standards could not have
been more effectually impressed with
the determination to live up to those
standards, at least within a reasonable
range. Our brother colleges are
for their singing; as long as Wellesley
is no excuse for exhibitions of \
Free Press Column
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
o! the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the




must enjoyable but. unfortunately, each
brick has preserved
and by thus reiusinj
:d. has made the \
e serious disadvantages to those of
who occasionally wear thin-soled,
?h-heeled shoes. Also, the peculiar
lurching gait which this walk necessi-
is probably responsible, to a large
extent, for the development of the
Wellesley legs which have re-
cently become so celebrated. It is a
ct but many of us who are sen-
sitive to beauty also have sensitive feet
so we would appreciate it greatly if we
could enjoy the daffodils and the views
the
1031.
t problem of the Stu
The ever-repeated affirmation is fount
again in the Annual Repo# of the of-
ficers of the society. They have con-
sidered it best to make a collection ol
"earning and spending stories" of the
girls themselves in order to present
first hand information concerning this
important side of college life.
Freshman activity to the sage financial
manipulations of Senior Year.
The variety of ways for earning
money is amazing. First there
business propositions such
Exchange from which one student re-
ceived $100. Campus Exchange which
brings on an average of $10 a month
for managing an agency and "sitting
on Exchange" for an hour twice a week
the publication of the Wellesley Blot'
ter and the edition of the Freshman
Hand Book. In addition
perennial jobs, ther
ingenious ways toward making one';
college expenses. Many girls find th<
profitable work that of selling
Christmas cards, since it appeals to col-
icople and brings in as much a;
The college "stenog" too has a
nine of profit, for there are al-
themes and papers to be typed
:eneral concensus of opinion is
;his is the quickest method of
bringing up the earning capacity.
Library jobs, leather work, waiting on
table, "sitting on babies"—there are
countless ways of earning.
During the current year 90 girls re-
ceived help from the Students'
ciety. One hundred thirty-eight girls
have already sought aid for next year
It is only through the loyal and un-
flagging support of the great body ol
Wellesley Alumnae that opportunity
can be given to the many promising
c help each yea:
Perhaps von have wondered about
the cupboards in the room where
railroad men hold forth. It is in those
cupboards that C. A. keeps the books
for the maids' library. Every Thursday
HATHAWAY HOUSE NOTES
athaway House will again l
for
The i
be disposed of at
posted on all class bulletin
at the shop. It should be understood
that only on the four dates announced
will books be received
Next fall Hathaway House will male
an experiment which we hope may g<
far to remedy the congestion at th
bookshop during the opening days o
college. In each dormitory on tti
campus a student representative o
Hathaway House will receive order
for text books from the girls in he
house. These orders will be filled a
delivered to the student in charge.
She in turn will deliver the books t>
the girls who have ordered them, col
lecting the money due the shop. This
plan will not include the freshman.
They will make the acquaintance of
Hathaway House as usual through the
purchase of text books.
We earnestly recommend that alls
dents who expect to renew their nu
bership do so this spring, as the fi;
year of the shop begins on July fl
During the
finished and which
to keep would you t
o leave them in the
EXHAUSTED BUT EXOTIC
Errata :—Because Dress Rehearsal for
June Play will be held a week in ad-
e of production, undergraduates
not be here for the performance
be admitted to the rehearsal on
W'dn^ckiv evening. June 13.
VAUDEVILLE PROCEEDS
approximately $400
Vaudeville Show wish to thank the
encouraging applause.
riculum. Several weeks ago they printe
and discussed the Wellesley editorii
on the subject. Now they tell of
Clark University student who was ex
pelled for depicting the muddle of
:h.
..
pletely assimilated biological theory
and print an article by Professor Ran-
dall of -;Columbia <yjjg^=s====and tht
Educated Man" which' we quote.
"Whatever else it may do. it woulc
agreed that a liberal edu-
should furnish some understand-
the world into which we are
It should give us some knowl-
<-dL'<- <A the :
.tage
rich
and beauty that men have gradually
accumulated, and that is the material
with which we must ourselves work.
Above all, it should place in our hands
the best intellectual techniques that
ing of ourselves and our wi
intelligent participation i
enterprise of making the
resources, natural and hui
THE STIGMA OF SPORTS
If at 7:16 she jumps wth a groan
From a bed that is comfy and nice,
And at seventeen after she shriekingly
plunges
One foot in a tubful of ice;
If 7:28 sees her galloping gaily,—
And you'd think that an Ad dog was
rueiity-i after gobbling
Or watching the feeding ones pass;
If she groans and turns pale when you
offer her candy.
And says, "Have you crackers in-
tion of coffee.





take part in the life
e particular niche,
education should aim, not
fit us to take our places in ou
ent world—God forbid!—as to
us with the instruments to rem:
world into something better,
greatest tribute to the success
college is that it so often
forth its graduates intensely dis-
satisfied with what they have received
and unwilling to settle down in business
the professions. Its greatest failure
"* !
t so often has provided them
effective intellectual tools for
the reconstruction of the life to whichlliey will not. fortunately, adjust them-
"The most potent












ury. Since then as
applied in wider and
wider fields, they have been improved,
elaborated, and made much more ef
fective. Turned to the resources of our
environment, they have secured that
multiplication of material goods an
Applied
Her alarm clock shrieks out through
lough your wrath is quite righteous
she should be forgiven,
Because sometime or other we've all
Been in training!
COLLEGE SCANDAL REVEALED
Wellesley Girl Discloses Lottery
System
Wellesley, Mass., May 15.—This eve-
ning a host of frenzied parents and
guardians besieged the rural, innocent-
appearing little college town whither
but a few brief months ago they sent
their charges to receive lessons of honor
and virtue,—a result of the alarming
disclosures made yesterday by one Pru-
dence Prim. It seems that Prudence
had long been sorely worried by the
immorality of the Wellesley system of
room-choosing and upon drawing num-
ber 410 recently, her suspicions con-
cerning its pernicious effects were con-
Billings Ha» a Gaming Hell
It was found that for three Saturday
afternoons, April 28, May 5 and May 12,
Billings Hall, usually the source of en-
chanting melody, became the center of
the cursings and brawlings of a gamb-
ling hell.
Students Take Downward Plunge
Here each class gathers in turn and
participates in those degrading and cor-
rupting orgies which are today the tar-
get of just censure. Here are instilled
students love of speculation and
chance; here are they tainted with that
of the wheel and the dice which
shall impoverish their youth and send
em cringing to a pauper's grave.
Considering recent developments, the
Music Box's erstwhile ad, "More Than
a Shop—A WELLESLEY INSTITU-
TION"
-gives one to think."
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
BONWIT TELLER- 6.CQ
FIFTH AVENUE AT 38™ STREET, NEW YORK «J
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drawings, in great variety of medii
Charcoal, pencil, watercolor. bas-relie
were used in the preliminary studies
for his decorative work. The exhibi-
fion tgg*tOncgrmftshes for life, compo-
sitions in the Boston Public Library
Boston Museum of Pine Arts and the
Widener Library. Harvard University.
Although in this work Sargent did n
attain the heights reached in his lat
portraiture yet he himself thought
the field of greatest interest, offering
e widest scope in technique. I
i essential phase in his career.
The finished picture is of cou
-hitij.i the ; by which
WELIESLEY BRANCH OF A. A. U. P.
At the meeting of the Wellesley
Branch of the American Association of
University Professors the following
officers were elected:





Assistant Secretary and Treasurer
Henry R. Mussey
Additional Member of the
|
Executive
unit." doing practically all his
without assistance even in its mosi
important steps. Examples of his
with models of figun
He occasionally employed high relief
as part of the design, using seal*
models and applying wood as a basi:
to get the silhouette effect.
Several drawings for the portrail
group of the Family of Lord Marl-
borough contrast with the final effec-
tive grouping of masses through the
use of light and shade and show 1
faculty for self-criticism. But mi
themselves are his "u
ches." The figures i
realistically treated, showing an i
tensity of muscular effort. Emotion
shown by movement. His groups 1
veal a strong sense of design in their
very rhythmic lines. Throughout a
human touch is seen which is lacking
in the finished and
WELLESLEY SENIOR TO STUDY
AT UNIVERSITY OF GRENOBLE
Margaret Lamkin. '28, has been
awarded a scholarship for study next
year at the University of Grenoble,
Prance, Hers is one of the twenty-six
scholarships offered to college seniors
graduates by the Ministry of
Public Instruction and the French
Universities in an attempt to bring
French students to the United States
and American students to France.
Abie's Irish Rose is
again after a two yea
five-year run in New York. The piece
which has acquired a singular pi;
the annals of the theatre will bt
•s run in New York,
a Monday and Tuesday evenings
Department of Drama at Yale pro
duced for the first time in Americ;
Lina Brand. Professor George
Pierce Baker directed; Mr. Oenslager
taged it. Forty-three students took
arts in it. using a condensed version
f the English translation by Profes-
or Herford of the University of Man-
Broadway has arrived for an ex-
tended stay at St. James theatre, the
company operating out Back Bay
Several members of the various
n the piece, which
ing along with all indications
s. and seats three weeks in
Here is an opportunity
Mr. E, E. Clive
Boston from London whither he went
or the production of Murray Hill,
eslie Howard's farce. While abroad
e purchased the right to produce in
oston the British comedy Marigold, a
lecess in London and the provinces
st year. Marigold is a pleasant com-
ly with its scene in the Edinburgh
the forties.
The Shubert Theatre will provide a
stamping ground for three Gilbert and
Sullivan operettas that are scheduled
to arrive on June 4. The Mikado will
occupy the entire first week, evenings
and matinees. The second week will
be divided: Iolanthe on Monday, June
11. Wednesday matinee, June 13 and
Friday, June 15; The Pirates of Pen-
zance, Tuesday, June 12, Thursday,
June 14 and Saturday matinee, June
16; The Mikado. Wednesday and Sat-
urday evenings. June 13 and 16.
When Eva LeGalienne returns
New York after her current tour, wo
will begin on the production which
to open the new season. This is no
other than an English translation
Moliere's comedy Le Bourgeois Gent
homfne. Having had a try at Italian
comedy in Le Locandiera, Miss Le
Galienne is going in for the French
but in this she will be directress only
composition: to show the "touch" of
the organist. There is constant broad
motion in this masterpiece and Mr.
Thompson's performance was excellent.
on the main Library doors, eventually
lured us into looking for the famous
collection of rare and interesting books
:ea tnat it was niucn more fa.scinni inn
an any studying that
In the case near the Brooks Room
graphed by their famous authors
There was the neat handwriting o
James Cabell and the hurried signa
tures of Barrie. Walpole. A. E. Bok, anc
Galsworthy. Of especial interest was s
first edition of Stephen Phillip's "Po-
ems," which the author had personally
corrected for the printing
edition. In the same case
ture set of Shakespeare's plays. They
were like toy books, being
inches long, although their
readable and their steel engravings
clear enough to be ve
For the person who loves well-bound
bindings, ranging from
bound in "tree calf"
copy
.a Keats
gardens of Stirling Castle. A vol
of Dickens done in red over-scrolle
gold, suggested the bookbinders'
There was a decidedly artistic i
color in the rich and beautiful i]
nations of the old fifteenth century
manuscripts which were included
exhibit. A very rare volume printed by
the famous Elzeviers of Holland







AN HOUR OF MUSIC
Sunday evening.
Mr. Thompson save a most enjoy
tie organ recital in the Chapel las
He opened the pro-
the great Toccata and
ninor by Bach. The mas-
of the Toccata filled the
Chapel, There was a piercing quality
i this movement which stirred the
stener. The pattern of the Fugue is
quietly moving theme which is an-
vered and echoed as the composition
nd brilliant Toccata. In the
Handel Andante Maestoso we hear first
simple choral theme and then, a
lighter and quicker movement. In this
we find an interesting combina-
f two parts of the Andante The
Brahms Chorales through their
t structure gave a thoughtful
feeling to the music. The notes on
group of music which Mr. Thoinp-
had printed on the program ex-
led the significance of the titles
sn by Brahms for these pieces. Mr.
Thompson repeated the Franck Chor-
played at the last Ves-




; which had also been autographed
his spidery signature. The first
)ns included A. A. Milne, Hardy
Conrad. Several interesting ex-
es of typical modem illustrations
showed the tendency to use rather
crude strong wood cuts.
Although necessarily limited in size,
the exhibit succeeded in suggesting, at
least, the fascination that can be found
in collecting books.
M. C. M. '30
CHARD POWERS SMITH
Sunday evening poetry readings a
the Hathaway House Bookshop an
pleasant, friendly affairs in an atmo-
sphere of charming informality. In ad-
dition they offer the opportunity tx
meet the poet and to know him per-
sonally. Chard Powers Smith read U
a small but appreciative audience or
Sunday, May 27, selecting poems from
his recently published Lost Address.
This slim volume contains varying
Oft
-.randiiji:. although there were othi
The short poem seems the most
cessful medium for Mr. Smith's
It is in the concentrated descriptive
bits that one finds most of beauty.
The poet's particular gift is a skillful
iiner of catching and interpreting
nds. His auditory sense is especial-
well-developed and acute. For sen-
ions of touch, too, he has a great
keenness. Color, strangly enough, was
weak and uninteresting in treatment.
His longer poems are less convincing,
spontaneous. The prose-poem
i French," the story of the poet's
sojourn in Provence, shows a nice pow-
description and a certain sense of
ir that appeared in one or two
other poems, notably in the first section
an almost melancholy quality to his
verses. Mr. Smith has a theory con-
cerning the ratio of repetition to varia-
tion proper to the making of good poet-
ry. Sometimes he holds to this theo-
ry but quite often he forgets it in his
moments of inspiration. Incidentally
his theories may be read, in a book
soon to be published.
Mr. Smith is a fair poet and an in-
teresting one. The hour spent with




Nationalistic tendencies in "back-
ward" countries have led to a trans-
formation of the organization of
American colleges in these countries,
Dr. Stephen P. Duggan. Director of
Institute of International Education,
said in his eighth annual report pub-
lished recently. More natives are be-
ing admitted to the faculties and na-




ucation in Backward Countries," Dr.
Duggan wrote: "In no place on earth
was the doctrine of self-determination
The <-\pl;Uos the of his study "Pompey." But there :
They
only to rid themselves of the political
domination of the West, but also to ac-
centuate their own language, culture
and civilization generally.
American Courses Transplanted l
"Nevertheless these institutions were
essentially American schools and col-
leges. Where Americans (had carte
blanche, as in the Philippines, they
transplanted their whole educational
system regardless of how it conformed
to the needs of the situation. The four
years of primary, grammar, secondary,
and collegiate instruction were intro-
duced with a curriculum almost identi-
cal with that in the United States. The
organization and administration of the
institutions were the same even in
h were arousing much un-
11 of which were non-
ance at divine wor-




history or institutions were given, and
in China only to a comparatively small
ing to the difficulty of find-
dr the teaching of Western
science, so much needed and demanded
by the Chinese. The teaching staff was
essentially American. Where natives
were employed it was usually in the
positions,
nationalism of the 'back-
;urally regarded




t a union of
what was best in
cultures, it was justifiable i
institutions of an alien type to teach
mature students; whether it was wise
to use them for religious propaganda in
the face of a growing sensitiveness to
that among the native peoples.
"The result of this changed attitude
lias been something in the nature of a
transformation in the organization of
American institutions in these coun-
In China, Canton Christian Col-
lege, which some time ago became
Lingnan University, and Peking Chris-
University, which became Yeng-
ig University, now have Chinese
is and a majority of the Faculty
SUMMER WORK
There are openings for three
ants with the New England Daily Va>
• Association of Boston. The
five weeks. Students i
positions are requested to apply ;
office of the Personnel Bureau as
as possible.
tlement house in Boston. Thl
selor should be able to drive
beach wagon. The counselor
have an opportunit;
social work without havin
rf-spMMMljjlity for the actua
children. Living expenses
Wf • Kilmoiith, Mass.
director at a girls' camp located
York State. The duties of the
include the supervision of the (
plus living.
A college education is not essential
for the occupational therapist, al-
though two years are desirable and
four years give additional richness of
background. There are four schools
that are recommended for training
instruction in the theory of the i
and at least six months of practical






There is an opportunity for a student
to do statistical work during the sum-
mer with an organization in Boston.
The salary would be from $18 to $20 a
week, and the preference will be given
to a candidate who has had a little
office experience. The work will begin
on_june 11th, and will last until Sep-;
jmber Is'.
CLERICAL WORK
There are openings for the summer
for clerical workers and typists at the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, New York City. The work!
will begin in June. Apply at the office
of the Personnel Bureau for further in-
SUBSTITUTE TEACHING
There are opportunities in the Girls'
Commercial High School, Brooklyn,
N. Y., for members of the present senior
class who are interested in positions as
teachers-in-training. A brief oral ex-
amination will be given in choosing
candidates for these positions.
Students who are interested in the
positions mentioned in this column may
obtain detailed information at the office
of the Personnel Bureau, Wellesley Col-
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY GIVES
CHANCE FOR REAL ACHIEVEMENT
crowded, seem few, but one of these is
certainly occupational therapy. The
character of this work is three-fold, in-
cluding medical, psychological or social
service, and handcraft. An artistic
temperament is an advantage, but not
an essential, since a preparatory course
trains appreciation of art. Morever,
while articles of genuine beauty are
often made in the craftwork, perfection
is not so much sought after as the right
physical and psychological reaction to
the work. Occupa-therapy is not so
much teaching as treatment.
The professional work is mostly resi-
dential, although opportunities for pri-
vate practice are increasing. Institu-
tional work offers the greatest number
of openings for occupational therapists.
mental cases. Many are for tubercu-
lar patients, and the number for ortho-
pedic cases and for children suffering
from infantile paralysis is increasing.
The average salary for a worker fresh
from school is $75 to $100 a month with
maintenance. Successful workers re-
them, high-mindedness and capa-
bility. For girls who have these quali-
is well as business and executive
ability, running a Summer camp is a
most interesting occupation. Many
directors add Winter recreational
-ies to their summer work. This
5 taking groups of children out to
the parks or the country, after school
n holidays. It is a new, popular,
profitable occupation requiring
i love of children and the confi-
dence of the community.
Photography is a broad, interesting
id varied field. It makes a special
appeal to the girl with artistic intere.srs.
WELLESLEY GRADUATE WRITES
ABOUT POSITIONS FOR WOMEN
-e has been much advice given
ors as they start to look for jobs,
it all of it is as suggestive and
I as that given by Rita Halle,
a graduate of Wellesley whose daughter
June number of McCaU's.
The article opens with a discussion
of the need for considering the job
from a personal point of view. You
must realize just what cog you will be
in the wheel and consider whether the
jobs you must do day after day will
really interest you besides looking to
chances of advancement.
When applying for a job, you i
have confidence in yourself but nc
cocky. The girl who can make
employer feel that he needs her r
than she needs the job has wo
point in her favor. Whether you
writing or applying in person fc





DELEGATES CHOSEN BY TWELVE
COLLEGES FOR JUNIOR MONTH
New York City will agai
campus and sociological "
'
twelve college Juniors during
month of July, when they will attend
"Junior Month" run by the New York
Charity Organization Society. The
names of the representatives elected to
this honor have just been announced
by the twelve colleges. Miss Clare M.
Tousley. who conducts "Junior Month"
has announced that the students will
live at the Women's University Club to-
The delegates to "Junior Month" this
year are as follows:




Committee voted at its 1
the contribution of
the "Informal Dance" Committee
; Kyrias Institute,
where girls
-ehun] made and according to re-
ports just received is in great need of
everything required to carry on a good
school. Wellesley College will be es-
pecially interested in this gift since
Angie Eames, 1918, is teaching there at
the present time, and it is expected
that a graduate of the Institute will
Wellesley this fall.
1
' nuun ;) venr to offer,"
and newspapers, advertising
licity agencies, industrial plants and
all employ photographers.
photography in various lines
affords an interesting occupation.
There is opportunity for the person
•ith original ideas to become known
animal photography,
landscapes, marines, etc.
ism is a large field with great
i the work. There is every
ob from the all-inclusive sort
country newspapers to the
specialized work on the large metro-
politan dailies. Magazine positions are
ry few and there is always a long
le of applicants.
Publicity writing is a distinct field
in which many women are working
successfully. Newspaper experience is
possible training for publicity
There are probably no fields in which
e position of women is so established,
essentia], so acknowledged, as that
of advertisinc'. nor in which ability has
much opportunity to show itself.
A girl may teach classes of adults in
corporation schools, in industrial plants,
ade schools or department stores,
may teach the arts or physical
education or home economics. She may
job in the daytime and teach
classes. There is a rapidly
growing demand for teachers of voca-
tional subjects in night schools as well
i in day schools.
on of which you know little, consult
-me one who has experience in it, dis-
jver what it actually






Mt. Holyoke—Mary Reynolds, Newton
blands, Mass.
Radcliffe—Emily N. Brown, Lynn, Mass.
Smith—Helen W. Smith, Concord
Swarthmore—Linda A. Chandler, Balti-
e, Md.





Morrison Gift Shop—next to Hotel Wabar
flIMss JSclCcn's IRcsiOcucc
FOR RENT
July and August or Longe
Depend Upon Your Telephone
RELIABLE TAILORING CO.
Will Call and Deliver
Tel. Wei. 0179-M.













$100 TO ALBANIA SCHOOL
FACULTY APPOINTMENTS MADE
Wellesley announces the following
ranges in its faculty:
Appointments—Marion E. MacLean,
structor in chemistry; Elizabeth L.
Conant, instructor in English
on; Eglantyne M. Jebb. lee-
English literature; Ella K.
Whiting, instructor in English litera-
Russell Gibson, lecturer in geolo-
id geography; Joanna Bar, in-
or in German; Marguerite Apple-
physics; Marguerite E. DeWitt,
in hygiene and physi-
Jean MacDonald, in-
in voice; Galye Shirey, instruc-
physics. Marguerite E. DeWitt,
in reading and speaking; Au-
. Espinosa, visiting professor of
Spanish; Esther Pano, instructor in
Spanish; Helen W. Kaan, visiting as-
zoology; Mary L.
Promotions (from assistant to in-
ructor)—Delphine Fitz, art depart-
ent; Lydia B. Walsh. Botany; Edith
B. Mallory, psychology.
Return after absence of year or
ore—Alfred H. Barr, associate profes-
r of art; Josephine H. Batchelder, as-
ciate professor of English composi-
>n; Alfred D. Sheffield, associate pro-
ssor of English composition; Henri-
ette Andrieu, associate professor of
French; Dorothy W. Dennis, assist-
arofessor of French; Francoise
Ruet, instructor in French; Edda Tille,
ant professor of German; Bar-
Miller, associate professor of his-
Judith B. Williams, assouate pro-
fessor of history: Raymond C. Robin-
son, instructor in organ; Harriet G.
Waterman, instructor in zoology;
Gladys K. McKosh,
WANTED
Two girls to share Maine coast
cottage any length of time. Rea-
sonable. Inquire NEWS Office.
VERY LITTLE O
WABAN LODGE
: Pleasant Rooms for T
>r Permanent Guests at
11 WABAN STREET
reakfasts served if desired
Telephone 0218-W
FTHAVE. NCWYORKCITT
Be at Home in Washingto
THE CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL; OF
DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE AND
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
A Professional School for College
Graduates.
The Academic Year for 1928-29 opens
Monday, October I, 1928.
The European Travel Course I
Sailing from Boston June 10th ['
Sailing from Cherbourg September 15th
Tmi Sl-s OXF
From Monday, July 9th, to Saturday,
j
September 1st.
Ienrv Atherton Frost — Director
3 Boylston Street, Cambridge, Masf.
G. E. ALDEN
8 CHURCH STREET
Crating, Packing, Shipping and
Repairs
EXCELLENT PHOTOGRAPHY




MR. FOWLE TELLS OF PRESENT
AND PAST TURKISH SITUATION
At four o'clock on Sunday afternoon,
May 27, Mr. Luther Fowle gave an in-
formal talk at Agora. He has been in
Turkey off and on for fifteen years and
he is planning to return to that country
the early part of August. His post if
that of Treasurer of the Americar
schools and hospitals In Turkey. Greece
and Bulgaria. In addition he is largely
responsible for government relation-
ships between the countries, and ii
that capacity he is brought in contacl
with the Turkish leaders.
Turkey is the bridge between Europe
and Asia, and between East and West
in the realm of thought and ideas. It
has made invaluable contributions to
the art, law, and religion of the world.
As the Turks moved westward in a
great wave they came in contact with
Islam and adopted it. In time they
became the cutting edge of a movement






scientists have been bewildered tin
selves. When the basic notions li
crumbled, how could they depart fi
laboratory results? Let the
master them, and in tim<
realize the complexities
above all by the
nature that they
name of Darwin.
They felt that science had as great a
claim to a place in a humane educa-
eration heard little oi the revolutionary
conceptions that were even then en-
larging the scope of science, but in
their colleges they at least learned
something of the significance of science
and the scientific spirit.
Science in the Colleges
"Yet today the best college students.
unless they are willing to give them-
selves pretty exclusively to a profes-
i rmi.
known as the Ottoman Empi:
country held together with the a:
various European nations, because
preferred to see Turkey exist a:
empire than to have any one m
get too much power there. When
World War came on Turkey suffered
crushing defeat.
unheard of—but it worked. France,
Italy, and Russia each secretly offered
the rebellious country arms and muni-
tions to drive the other nations out.
Turkey very prudently accepted all
three offers and drove all three coun-
tries out. Since then there have been
enormous changes in that part of the
world. The church and the state have
been separated, Islam is no longer the
religion of the state. The bigotry of
Mohamedanism is broken and religious
freedom is assured. A tremendous re-
improving schools, extending women's
rights, building railroads, and estab-
lishing a new legal code. In this new
state of affairs America is the country
that Turkey is looking to and trusting
because we are too young and too far
they
European intrigu
r inui'd Page 4, Column
to man himself, and his beliefs about
his place and destiny in the universe,
they have left not a single one of his
earlier notions untouched. Scientific
concepts and methods have been the
three centuries. They have trans-
radical intellectual forces of the last
formed religion, art, moral and social
ideals almost beyond recognition.
There is good reason to believe that the
full force of science is just beginning
to be felt in human institutions and
activities. We have only begun to con-
trol the material forces of our environ-
ment; we are just on the verge of an
adequate science of human life and its
characteristic pursuits.
civilization possesses in science its one
outstanding cultural achievement that
has no parallel elsewhere, and that
science is becoming more and more
one would imagine that we should find
the spirit and method and significance
of science occupying a rather import-
ant place in our educational schemes
The exact opposite has been true
Down almost to the last generation oui
education was modeled on the pre-
scientific wisdom of the Greeks and
Romans. With few exceptions science
arose and took form entirely apart
from schools, colleges, and univer
;e or so in an elementary
'ory subject, they usually acquire
l;e for a rigorous drill that seem:
e little bearing on human inter-
They come to the study of con-
philosophies of life and na-
1 are nothing if not interpre-
scientific concepts and data
with only the vaguest ideas of what H
is ail about. All too late they realizt
that they 'really ought to know some-
fundamental >
C'liict'pts i.s being felt in every br
knowledge? In part, the system of
; elections has made it possible for








nderstanding.and a method o
method: follow the manual anc
! desired results. Where it is
is travestied, it is a rigorous
icting grind that means yea:
loratory work before there come
varding glimpse of the meanii
all. How often do students in
ntary courses in physics or zoi
example, perceive why these
classifications have changec
face of the world? How often do
students who fulfill all the require-
i in mathematics realize the sig-
rid and
Science is difficult. It is corn-
increasingly alien to the corn-
ways of thinking,
the wisdom
of the ancients, do provide a wise ad-
justment to life. We cannot afford to
give it up. but the task of illuminating
it and rendering it effective by the
spirit of scientific thought is hard.
The Greeks did find a satisfactory way
of life in their world. Unfortunately,
we are not living in that world. For
better or worse we are living in a world
that has been literally created, in its
material and intellectual patterns, by
scientific thinking, if we are to de-
mise an educational scheme that will
sot merely teach us to pull the levers
ind push the buttons, we must find a
alace in it for science, and we must
Humanistic Science
i is no reason, for example, why
every college student should not learn
ignificance of the
t thought, and the
transformation its notions bring. There
but the teachers
of the
I'unii'iit man has discov-
interpretation of nature'
jachers all too often do
devoted their lives are not to fa
confind in a single restricted realn
leave literally nothing untouched
Science and Philosophy
excuses. From the 17th century on they
have rarely realized the significance
of their own concepts and methods.
They have been so busy extending the
frontiers of exact knowledge that they
have had no time to adjust themselves
to the other interests of life. Prover-




who have felt the philosophic urge
generalize have merely omitted, what
they did not themselves comprehend
And other men. in revenge, have again
and again been repelled from the cru-
dities of such scientific philosophizing
During the last generation every sci-
cih'p luis bc-t'ii so transformed that the
them 1 They thought they had found
pick their way over the painful
"The more thoughtful of the hu
ts have eased their conscience




ichers in this country who could im-
rt it. There is no excuse for such a
uation. Unless scientists are willing
assume the responsibility for hu-
mizing their own subjects, and to
<e the trouble to teach them as inte-
al parts of the life of today, science
11 go the way of the classics as part
a liberal education. There are warn-
?s on every hand. And instead of
ini; the property of all intelligent and
educated men, the techniques of science
lecome the possession of a small
body of professional experts, narrow in
own outlook, the willing tools of
short-sighted business men and sol-
The tragedy of the engineer to-
as been often commented upon by
thoughtful observers like Veblen. His
knowledge is the basis of our entire
economic life, yet he remains a hire-
ing. He has no sense of social re-
sponsibility, just because there is no
Scientific Spirit
e is no reason why every college
student should become an expert, even
in a single science. Perhaps most of
them are incapable of mastering a
single branch. But there is no reason
why every student should not learn
something at least of the spirit of
scientific thinking, of its significance in
our civilization, of the meaning and
implications of some of the basic con-
cepts and methods that have been
worked out. In the complete sense, no
man knows it today. As long as scien-




To know the sheer joy of
slender proportions, slip
into a corset, girdle or
combination fashioned in
the College Girl mode.
College Girl Brassieres C.





Repairs of all kinds
Bicycles Bought and Crated
Goods packed and shipped
CORKUM BROTHERS
Phone Wellesley 1046








What are you giving him
for commencement ?
May Sale of Dresses
$13.75




LUNCHEON - TEA - DINNER
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Thursday, May 31: 8:15 A.M. Mom
Ing Chapel. Miss Frances Hartman
'2!
will lead.
4:00 P.M. Boom 124 Founders Hall
Academic Council.
Friday. June 1: 8.05 A.M. Morning
Chapel. Last formal chapel with
demic procession. President Pendleton
will lead.
2
-40 P.M. Botany Lecture Room.
Moving picture film on the Develop-
ment, of Flowers, loaned by the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.,
will be exhibited. All are invited.
7:15 P.M. Float. Tickets for mem-
bers of the college 35c, for outside
guests 50c. may be obtained at the
gates near the lake. Alternate date
Saturday June 2: Holiday.
3:30 P.M. Tower Court Green. Tree
Day. Exercises open to Alumnae and
all former members of the college,
tornate date June 4.












Wednesday, June 6: 8:15 A. M.
ing Chapel. Dean Waite will le;
Examinations.
Dean Waite will lead.
June 7: 8:15 A.M. Morning Chapel.
Miss Florence Hodel *28 will lead.
Examinations.
J>~! 8: 8:15 A.M. Morning Chapel.
Dean Tunxwill lead.
Examinations.
June 9: 8:15 A.M. Morning Chapel.
President Pendleton will lead.
-gMKinations.
June 10: 11:00 A.M. Memorial
Chapel. Preacher. Professor Thomas
H. Procter, Department of Philosophy
and Psychology.
June 11: Examinations.
June 12: 8:15 A.M. Morning Chapel.
President Pendleton will lead.
June 13: 8:15 A.M. Morning Chapel.
Dean Tufts will lead.
Examinations.
Note: Exhibition of Drawings by
John Singer Sargent continues through
June 2 at the Art Museum.
Exhibition of Books loaned by
dents continues through June 4 i
COLLEGE NOTES
On Monday, May 28th. the sopho-
mores gave a tea at Tower Court for
the refreshment of the seniors after
the Generals.
The small pond with its polka dot
island that makes scenery along the
path is now dignified by a
celluloid goldfish and one
to live in its slightly muddy waters.
To the sweetly sad harmony of Mart/
Ann, The Sweetheart 0/ Sigma Chi,
and Did You Mean It, the Quadrangle
awoke from its slumbers on May 22nd
to enjoy the tuneful efforts of ten
slicker-clad youths from Cambridge.
Long hours had these gentlemen prac-
has spread, dodged many missies from
their less artistically inclined friends,
and many housemothers (ever mindful
of more unfortunate attempts of last
year) did they brave before they
charmed the misty night air of Towel-
Court Hill and the Quadrangle with
their violin, guitar and their close har-
monic voices. With the haunting minor
strains of Good Night Ladies the sere-
nade was ended. Three roadsters drove
slowly around the Quad and to the
throaty Good nights of the serenades,
a hundred feminine Good-byes echoed
back from the dormitories.
College Press Board announces
lection of Alice Murphy. '30, and
Regine Pollack, '30, to its membership.
The officers of the Deutscher Verein
for 1928-29 are:
lent Jeanette Roman '29
Vice-President. ...Edna Lindemann '29
Secretary Marian Hackenheimer '30
Treasurer Flavilla Morey '31
and prayed for the safety of the Quad-
rangle domes when the Boston-New
York airplane's motor developed engine
trouble and the pilot tried to find a
landing place on the college grounds,
came down across the rail-
road track and all of the college which
forcibly detained by its in-
•hitched and hiked" it to the
ene of the plane's dramatic landing.
On Sunday, May 27th, the old Village
Juniors gave a breakfast for the incom-
Phi Sigma.
28 Frances Morrison to A
Black, Amherst.
'29 Frances Bean to Carl
Shumway, Dartmouth '13.
'29 Beth Namack to Frank Affeld
ni, Cornell '26. Yale Law '28.
'29 Rosemary Wyman to Ralph
Brown. Brown '22.
Engaged
'19 Amelia Henderson to Mr. John
Merrill Baker, Princeton '16, Harvard
'26 Catharine McGeary to Mr, Philip
Hull Thomas, Yale "20.
'27 Amalie Traut to Mr. Donald
01 Marion F. E. Cooke to Mr. War-
ren Partridge. Address: 422 Gregory
Avenue, West Orange, N. J.
'27 Judith Claire Stem to Mr. Jules
Coulter Rosenberger, May 11. in Kansas
City, Mo.
HIGH SCHOLARSHIP MEN
HOLD BEST BUSINESS JOBS
That high scholarship does have a
direct relationship with later success
ess has recently been proved
personnel department of the
Telephone and Telegraph
Company. Their charts show clearly
who have been good stu-














New Models, specially priced.
Full Size
Wheary Wardrolettes
$23.50 to $35, we to $46
PARK MANOR
from Page 7, Col.
tific investigation demands the
groping. The very essence of t
tific spirit is to be content
progressive extension of knowledge, to
demand no finality, but to trust hypo-
thetical conclusions till better hypothe-
ses are worked out, and to labor to fln(
them. It is perhaps too much to ex
pect many, even of the most intelligent,
ever to make this experimental attitude
,1 part of their lives.
ist reveal to them tl
an attitude, and that
mentally important for the
of our civilization and the meeting of
its problems. A liberal education need
not make scientists of students, but
it should at the very least create in
them a sympathetic understanding of
the scientific enterprise itself. The first
step would be for the teachers of
science themselves to achieve such an
understanding. If they cannot or will
not. if they remain
a narrow field, then others
LUNCHEON 75c
COLLEGE STUDENTS
are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive
our best attention.
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent $5.00 per An-
num and up.
THE WELLESLEY NATIONAL BANK
CAPITAL $150,000 SURPLUS $250,000
Graduation Gifts
Shop of Barbara (Soroon







1 2 Centre Place, Newton
Telephone Newlon North 0077
GIRLS!!
Indian River grapefruit







Furnished Apartment, 3 Rooms,
Kitchenette, and Bath
Available in September
Mrs. Sheridan, 14 Dover Road
Telephone Wellesley 1012-M
TYPING SOLICITED
Work promptly and carefully do








The point of Lucio's remark is
not what he said it about, but
what he said. It surelv describes
Coca-Cola, for consider these
Pure as Sunlight
And the proof of its purity is in
tlx hitiirj. Tuxntytuo siudli/ic
V
drink"of'r,
GOOD TO GET
:./'//.-
